CBTM (Cross Border Management Systems)
Solution of Goods in-transit and Inter-state Transport in Lao PDR
Laos is located at the center of the GMS and share common border with 5 countries: China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand and Myanmar.

It has 19 international border checkpoints:
- China: 2
- Vietnam: 7
- Cambodia: 2
- Thailand: 7
- Myanmar: 1

LITFA is assigned by the government to design and develop forms and electronic platform called CBTM (Cross Border Transport Management Systems) to facilitation of border crossing for Goods in-transit and Inter-state Transport.
Problem Identification

- Traffic Congestion at frontier border
- Long queue trucks for Inspection at frontier border
- No Monitoring, nor Control of Foreign Commercial Truck
- Non-return Transport Vehicles after delivery
- Duplication work for Customs Data Entry

Non-existant or No Standard CARGO MANIFEST (Inward, Outward & Transit) to cross the border for 5 countries
Can be used as Pre-Alert of conveyance information before entering border checkpoint or Dry Port.

Print out for signing by Driver prior to reach border gate to save time for conveyance declaration

- Centralized Data entry that link to LITFA partners and Lao customs systems
- Just Scan QR code to track conveyance information by highway traffic police
- Data can be used to issue other forms / document
1. Goods controls along transport corridor
2. Better Risk Management
3. Vehicles Control both entrance and departure
4. Possibility to link data with Asycuda for declaration
5. Faster Customs Procedure
6. Reduce congestion at Frontier Post
7. Less Investment on devices and equipment
THANK YOU!